ACREDIA gives you courage to act.
Credit insurance provides protection
In the business world, you often have to deliver on credit. That’s no problem as long as the Buyer pays on time.
But if your business partner becomes insolvent without warning and the payment remains outstanding, this can
have serious implications for your business. ACREDIA underwrites this risk.

ACREDIA at a glance
ACREDIA allows you to focus on what really matters: your business success.
A market share of over 50 percent and total liabilities of around 30 billion euros: ACREDIA is Austria’s
leading credit insurance provider, protecting receivables at home and abroad. The company monitors
the risks facing the Insured and steps in if a Buyer fails to pay.
ACREDIA’s product portfolio ranges from classic credit insurance to debt collection right through to
certification of creditworthiness: ACREDIA develops sound solutions to minimise its Buyers’ business risk
and maximise security.
ACREDIA has a solid ownership structure consisting of Oesterreichische Kontrollbank and the world leader
Allianz Trade. We are deeply rooted within the Austrian corporate landscape.
In a nutshell: ACREDIA provides security for your business.

Do you have any questions? If so, we would be happy to assist you with these over the phone on +43 (0)5 01 02 0
or via email at sales@acredia.at.

Insured by the market leader
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With a market share of more than 50 percent, ACREDIA is Austria’s leading credit insurance
provider. Having Oesterreichische Kontrollbank and Allianz Trade in our corner, we combine
the expertise of the global market leader with motivated specialists on site.
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